REFERENCE GUIDE

Welcome to SGAC. You can use this guide to aid you in your career within the organization and beyond.

1. The official website.
2. Anti-Harassment Policy and Quiz
3. Burnout Prevention Toolkit
4. SGAC 2022 Annual Report
5. Event/Webinar Organization
6. SGAC Youtube Channel
7. SGAC T&T WhatsApp Group
8. What Space Can Do for WI series
9. SGAC T&T Member's Toolkit
10. Incubator Program

We look forward to seeing you apply everything you've learned here in your projects and everyday life. Space Generation is a platform for creativity and dynamic discussion, and we encourage you to invite your network to join the #SpaceGen family.

Questions? Contact Isaiah or Ariann via isaiah.thomas@spacegeneration.org or ariann.duncan@spacegeneration.org